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CHUCK HULIFIAN earned his Bachelor of
Music in Guitar Performance from the
University of Connecticut, where he stud-
ied with Mark M. Davis, and he earned his
Master of Music from Arizona State
University (ASU), under the direction of
guitar department head, Frank Koonce.
Though I have always admired players
like Andrew York, Dusan Bogdanovic and
Roland Dyens who have developed their
technique tnboth jazz and classical, I had
never studied jazz or had a huge interest
in it,' Hulihan says. At Arizona State, all
this changed with the arival of guest
instructor Frank Vignola, a New York gui-
tarist who has worked wlth Madonna,
Ringo Starr and Wynton Marsalis. I took
jazz irnprowsation and fretboard harmony
classes from him because word had
spread quickly on campus that we really
ought to take advantage of this great opportunity to
studywithVignola, especially as many classical gui-
tar players were brought to their knees for having to
think in terms of harmony and improvisation.
Vignola turned me on to the music of Django
Reinhardt and his Quintette du Hot Club de France.

'I came to grpsy jazz wlth no functional picking
skills,' Hulihan says. 'I had been a fingerstyle-onlv
player since starting classical at the age of 19. I say
this to emphasZe that g;,psy picking is quite
unique, in that it is essentially a rest stroke down/
free stroke up (or preparation for another rest
stroke). When you cross strings, you tend to always
start with a rest stroke. The rest stroke accounts for
the sound-that pop, attack, volume and tone. It is
much Eke abapuatechnique in flamenco where the
thumb is the pick but movement is from the arched
wrist. It is quite unlike flatpicking, alternate pick-
ing and other forms and requires much practice. A
picker can struggle with this concept after years of
planting a wrist, being compact or adhering to strict
alternate picking. I also learned rhythm guitar first,
which is a rite of passage before stepping up to solo.
One must first master the rhythmic art of 'k
Pompe' if you are to stand any chance of being a
good soloist. Many great soloists play arrrazr;:rg
rhythm and it can be a treat to listen to them
accompany violin, accordion or another instmment.
Irarning the techniques and language of g;psy jazz,
along with moving away from score-based perfor-
mances, was a huge hurdle for me but immensely
gratifying, as I have found it has improved my clas-
sical guitar playing and given me a newfound sense
of freedom and confidence.

'Glpsy jazz Xtstntction is vastly different in
approach from classical training. The festivals I
attended rvith the world's top g,psy jazz players
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(Tchavolo Schmitt, Angelo Debarre, Boulou and
Elios Ferre) emphasise rote imitation. It was over-
whelming and fmstrating to me at first, because I
am avery active teacherwho likes to see musicwrit-
ten out as a reference (or cmtch maybe) but these
teachers just wanted you to listen, look and learn.
One has to assimilate and memorise instantly or
step aside. It's actually the way most Sinti,
Manouche, and Gitane musicians learn, quite simi-
lar to flamenco.

'Gypsy jazz appealed to me because I was revising
my teaching methods at Glendale Communit5r
College in ArZona. I had always believed that a
strict approach with teaching classical guitar was
the only way my students had a fighting chance of
entering a universit5r-level programne elsewhere. I
am not certain if I thought this because classical
music was the only thing I knew at tJ e time. My
goal was to create well-rounded students with solid
playing skills. Sor and Giuliani make great reper-
toire but I also wanted my students to understand
chord progressions and be able to jam and playwith
one another. So I taught myself just enough fla-
menco, bossa noucr, blues and gpsy jazz justtobe
a little dangerous and I insisted that my students
learn the sarne. Now that I am forty years old, my
desire as a musician is to be heard. I want to play
for large audiences, not just five people. It breaks
my heart to say so but audiences here in the United
States love these other kinds of music more than
they do contemporary classical chamber music.

'My life as a classical-only guitarist took a turn
about five or sixyears ago when I was driving home.
I was listening to a National Public Radio program
featuring a group called the Hot Club of San
Francisco and it gave me a flashback to my studies
with Frank Vignola. It had been the right day, the
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right time, the right mindset all converging as inspi-
ration. I pulled over my car to the side of the road
and kept listening to this radio programme before
racing home to look up this group online.

Hulihan received research funding from his col-
lege to fly to San Francisco and hear this group play
live. This is how I got hit over the head by the
American grysy jazz scene. That was it. I went out
and bought a Saga Gitane D-500, also known as a
"D hole" or Grande Bouche, and immediately
attended the Djangofest in Seatfle, Washington and
never looked back. I am still playing classical gui-
tar but 5psy jazz has become a major part of my
life.

'As a performer, it became obvious to me that if I
played Spsy jazz or bossa noucL the audience
comes alive with an ener$/ that fuelled my joy of
playing. The best way I can describe it is, I felt like
a teenager again at a Judas Priest concert for that
powerful feeling of being connected with the audi-
ence. There is a distinctly powerful sensation and
communication in terms of hoots, hollers, toe-tap-
ping and audience response rather than say, the
blank faces and quiet stillness one experiences from
a classical guitar audience. It is a different way of
responding, processing and relating to music. If
there is any comparison to be made between Spsy
jazz and other American music styles, it would be
that the girysy jazz scene resembles bluegrass fans
for how they attend all events enthusiastically. The
main attraction of these events is rarely the guest
arlists but the jams and circles and opportunity to
play. Think of a massive Guitar Foundation of
America event but instead of listening critically to
one another, everyone participates.' Hulihan's
favourite gypsy jazz arLists are Bireli Lagrene,
Tchavolo Schmitt, Angelo Debarre, Rosenberg Trio,
and Moreno Winterstein.

'Most people approach their study of grpsy jazz
through transcribing and learning solos note-by-
note in order to learn its language and to learn by
imitation. This is the proper way to learn this s$le.
I already knew I had a bag of tricks and riffs to draw
from with my experience as a classical guitarist.
Because I had music inside my head that needed to
get out, I circumvented transcribing in order to
develop my owlr voice. Players have told me they
can easily hear the Spsy voicings and acknowledge
that I am playing the grpsy jazz technique but they
are delighted that the music is not the same stock
riffs and phrases that they have heard before.'

Hulihan formed his own group, the Hot Club of
Phoenix, featuring Chuck Hulihan on guitar, Ryan
Vance on rh1'thm guitar and upright bass player
Armand Ramirez. The group is a trio at its core but
often expands to include Hulihan's wife, flautist
Theresa Hulihan. and a list of musicians that
includes violin, accordion, mandolin and more.
Hulihan's current guitar is a handmade 'oval hole'
or Petite Bouche by Vancouver British Columbia
luthier Shelley D. Park.

The guitars favoured by grpsy jazz players are
called SelMac or Selmer style guitars. Some say

grysy jazz, others Django guitarc. Mario Maccaferri,
an Italian classical guitarist and builder, had been
experimenting with guitar-making advancements
and partnered with Selmer Corp to bring his origi-
nal D-hole design guitar to production. When
Maccaferri and Selmer parted ways, Selmer intro-
duced the Petite Bouche model, which Django went
on to play most of his ca-reer. Hulihan recommends
the book L'Histoire des Guitars Selmer Maccaderrtby
Franqois Charle, of the guitar shop R.F. Charle,
located in Paris.

'It has felt both humbling, fun and baffling that it
took me so long with the classical guitar to get any-
where professionally,' Hulihan says. 'Classical gui-
tar requires so much practice to even have a fight-
ing chance at a career and this feels like overnight
success by comparison. It was a revelation to us to
see how much easier it is to book a jan grg rather
than a classical guitar concert. It's going to get bor-
ing fast if you're true to your art but have nowhere
to play.'

The band, which has branched out from local gigs
to playing at some regional jazz and Django festi-
vals, anticipates making their first CD. .We need to
write our own tunes because original Django music
is incredibly expensive to license and record,'
Hulihan says. 'Also, I think CD sales are history.
All music is turning more and more into d€ital
downloads so our band might take this route.
Between our Youtube videos, online clips and free
technologr, we have managed to book all our gigs
without having a physical CD but, the downside is,
people will visit Youtube to obtain their music for
free rather than pay for it.

Hulihan travelled this past summer across
Europe and was astonished by the fraternity and
generosit5r shown to him by other gpsy jazzplayers.
The music itself is its own language,'he says. 'You
do not need to necessarily be able to speak to some-
one in their own tongue but can bond instantly and
create friendships througf,r music.'His first stop had
been in Bristol, England to play at The Grain Barge
with guitarist Brett I-ewis and his Modern Gypsy
Jaz-z Qwartet, followed by a jam night at I-ondon's
internationally famous S?sy jazz club,
kQuecumbar. 'I had met Brett and played guitar



with him for hours at a g4psyjazzrnusic festival two
years ago. We had jammed until the sun came up
and always stayed in touch. He stopped his life for
a week when I came to town and then, incredibly.
bought a guitar for me to use while his bass player
loaned me an amp to use as well. It was so over-
whelming to me to have that kind of friendship. It
brings out the best in everyone.

Hulihan experienced the same spirit of c€una-
raderie and generosity from other musicians in both
Paris and Amsterdam. A New York guitarist named
Ted Gottsegen who now resides in Paris went out of
his way to advise me what venues to attend. I had
only three days in Paris and none of the musicians
I sought to hear have websites. With his assistance,
I was able to see three concerts in one day. Hulihan
saw The Brunard Connexion at LAtelier Charonne.
with Christophe Brunard as lead guitarist, perform-
ingwith his sonJulien Bmnard onviolin. 'Brunard
discerned right away that I was a musician myself
from the way I was watching him and he invited me
to play. When he snapped his fingers and asked
what guitar I would like from their selecilon, 'I'd
thought, where am I? Did I die aboard the plane
and not ever really arrive in Paris?' I thought I
might play just one tune and felt winded after play-
ing a third tune because these were hard and hear,y
players but they insisted I stay and play with them.
That evening had been one of the most impromptu
musical experiences of my life. Nothing could have
prepared me. Imagine a member of the Ins Angeles
Guitar Quartet standing up and handing their gui-
tar to someone in the audience to sit in and play.
This is jazz.'

In Amsterdam, Jan Brouwer of the g5psy jazz
group Pigalle 44 responded to Hulihan's email to
ask where he might Catch a concert. Brouwer wrote
back within ten minutes, offering to welcome him to
Amsterdam with a visit to the workshops of Leo
Eimers and Thijs van der Harst, the maker of
Moustache Guitars along with a tour of Muziek
Centrum Nederland, where Brouwer is on the staff.
'l'd thought. rvho are all these players? This is the
u'ar- the t-orld should be. \Ve'd all be happv. There
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would be no wars. What's wrong with the world
that rve do not often have this embracing kind of
friendship? None of us have met and are from dif-
ferent cor-rntries. Yet all that it took was music to
have an instant best friend.

'When I have a classical guitar concert, I find
myself taking a very measured approach to that
day, almost ritualistic, with a shower, nap and
god forbid I encounter some small omens that
crosses m1' path and causes me to think I'm going
to fail. \\4renever I play a gypsy jazz concert, I do
not have these worries or obsessive sense ofprac-
tice. I try to bring this joy and fun of playing back
to my classical guitar students. I tell them, we
are human. We are not meant to sound like we
are CDs. u.hich have all been edited and careful-
ly scrubbed.

'I train mv students to focus on the positives of a
concert. not the negatives, and I emphasZe the
importance of bearing the flag of friendship and the
idea that music can be fun. We're all in the same
boat as musicians. We need to support one anoth-
er rather than being critical and demonstrate the
desire to see others succeed because a win for one
is a win for us all.

For more information:
www.duozona.com :
rnrww.hotclubo&hoenix,cotn :.
www.youtube. com/ hcofphx

Chuck Hutihan with Modern Gypsy Jazz Quartet
At fihe:'Eraln Bargg. :'
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